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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
M-Tech Enterprise
Technology today has made a much more direct impact to the end user. M-
tech is the name that has been given to our company. M-tech is a company which has
potential to be position as one a successful technology business throughout our
creative innovation. This innovation had been implemented by foreign country such
as Thailand and China but not yet in Malaysia. Therefore, we take this opportunity
through come up with new mini rice harvester technology. This machine is a new
invention in machinery which provides best machine for the retailer. With experience
in farming machines researching and designing, it becomes a respected manufacturer
in agricultural field. M-tech give opportunity to the small farmers by using high
quality farm machines with cost effective price. Our company will acts as creator and
the supplier of this product.
This company is subdivided into 4 department which are administration,
operation, marketing, and financial department. Due to that, M-tech is requiring
workforce on technician to ensure those work run smoothly without excessive
overhead. This additional workforces are composing of general worker where they
will help the operation managers with particular works such as service and
maintenance. We also hired a temporary engineer to give advice and designing the
machine during the planning stage. We choose to involve the third party in order to
manufacture the small rice harvester machine that specially designed by our
company.
Finally, our business will be expected to commence on January 2017 and
located at No. 919, Jalan Sultan Badlishah, 05000 Alor Setar, Kedah Darul Aman.
The location are strategic in starting our business because of it is the develop area
that becoming the urban area that suitable to our target customer and it is nearer to
the manufacturing factory. In operating this business, there are five partners who are
responsible for ensuring the business run smoothly and be in a right track. A lawful
agreement had been made between us, in front of the lawyer. The reason for this
agreement is to make sure that all the business operation goes according to the
schedule and the main objectives of the business can be achieved
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